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I regard the whole of arithmetic as a necessary, or at least a natural, consequence of
the simplest arithmetical act, that of counting...
Richard Dedekind1

AlbertCasullo2has argued that the propositionsof arithmeticcould be
experientially disconfirmed, with the help of an invented scenario
wherein experiences involving our standard counting procedures, as
applied to collections of objects,seem to indicate that 2+2*4. Our best
responseto this scenariowould be, Casullosuggests, to acceptthe results
of our standardcounting proceduresas correct,and give up our standard arithmeticaltheory.3This suggestion, interestinglyenough, is not as
bizarreas it initially appears.But indeed a problemlies in the assumption, commonto Casullo'sscenarioand to his suggested resolution,that
our arithmeticaltheory might possibly be independent of our standard
counting procedures.Here I show that this assumption is incoherent,

1 Richard Dedekind, 'Continuity and Irrational Numbers/ in Essays on the Theoryof
Numbers, trans. Wooster Woodruff Beman (New York: Dover 1963), 4; originally
published in 1888.
2 Albert Casullo, 'Necessity, Certainty, and the A Priori/ CanadianJournalof Philosophy
18 (1988) 43-66. Future references to this article will be in the text.
3 Here and throughout I take our standard arithmetical theory to be 2nd-orderarithmetic, as axiomatized by Dedekind or Peano; details of this theory will be discussed
in a later section.
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whether the independence at issue is supposed to make room for the
genuine possibility that 2+2*4, or the merely epistemic possibility that
we could rationallybelieve that 2+2*4: given our standard counting
procedures,then (on pain of irrationality)our arithmeticaltheory follows. I concludethatthe propositionsof arithmeticwould not be disconfirmed(orrefuted)in Casullo'sscenario,or in any scenariothatdepends
similarlyupon the world seeming to go (or going) wrong.4
I

Casullo's Disconf irming Scenario

Casullo'slargeragendain providinga 'disconfirming'scenario(I'llleave
off the scarequotesin what follows) is to investigatewhetherknowledge
of mathematicalpropositions might plausibly be fit into an inductive
empiricist framework.5In an inductive empiricistframework,'at least
some mathematicalpropositionscan be individually confirmedor disconfirmedand, furthermore,those mathematicalpropositionswhich are
epistemicallybasic are confirmedon the basis of experienceand inductive generalization'(43).Epistemicallybasic mathematicalpropositions
are those involving small numbers(smallenough, at any rate,to be able
to confirm experientially, in the way to be described shortly). Such
propositions act as the 'confirmationbase' for the mathematicaltheory
in question.Given this base, the inductivistcan allow that othermathematicalpropositions,and indeed the extensionof the confirmationbase
to a full-fledgedaxiomatictheory,may be justifiednon-inductively(via,
forexample,proof-theoreticmethods,or abductiveorholisticconsidera-

4 This conclusion goes only part of the way towards establishing that experience
could not disconfirm the propositions of arithmetic. In Casullo's scenario, the
participants are justified in believing first, that they have wits enough about them
to count, and second, that the objects being counted are stable throughout the
counting process. Scenarios in which both assumptions are rejected depart too far
from the circumstances of our own experience to provide any illuminating grip on
the question of disconfirmation. And as I'll show later, scenarios in which (just) the
second assumption is rejected are susceptible to the arguments presented here
against Casullo's scenario. But scenarios in which (just) our mathematical wits are
called into question, such as those considered by Philip Kitcher in The Nature of
MathematicalKnowledge(New York: Oxford University Press 1985), are not susceptible to these arguments and may, for all I say here, represent live possibilities.
5 The arguments and results of this paper transcend this particular agenda, however,
applying to any account of arithmetical propositions on which these could be
disconfirmed (or refuted) by experience, under the general conditions of Casullo's
scenario.
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tions). But it is the inductive confirmationof the epistemically basic
propositionsin the confirmationbase thatgets the theoryoff the ground:
'the inductivistsimply claims that in mathematics,as in science,justificationoriginatesin inductive generalizationfrom experience'(45).
One oft-citedargumentagainst the thesis that mathematicalpropositions, like scientificpropositions,are confirmedvia inductive generalization frominstances,relies on the premisethat unlike the propositions
of science,mathematicalpropositionsare not dfsconfirmableby experience.6The argument (which Casullo calls the IrrefutabilityArgument)
proceedsas follows:
(PI) No experientialevidence can disconfirmmathematicalpropositions.
(P2) If experiential evidence cannot disconfirm mathematical
propositions,then it cannotconfirmsuch propositions.
/. Experientialevidence cannot confirm mathematicalpropositions.
Casullo'sdisconfirmingscenariois intendedto blockthe anti-inductivist
conclusionby undermining(PI).In this,he follows JohnStuartMill,who
provided a disconfirmingscenariowith a similarintentionin A System
of Logic.7Casullo's scenariois, however, an extension of Mill's, and (as
we'll soon see) one that evades the reasons usually given for rejecting
Mill's scenario as showing that experientialevidence can disconfirm
mathematicalpropositions.
To set the stage forhis scenarioCasullodescribesthe processby which
one of the epistemically basic propositions, that are to serve as the

6 Prominent among those who have rejected an inductivist approach to mathematics
on these grounds are empiricists such as A.J. Ayer, Language,Truth,and Logic(New
York:Dover 1952), Ch. 4, excerpted and reprinted as /rThea priori' in Paul Benacerraf
and Hilary Putnam, eds., Philosophyof Mathematics(Englewood Cliffs, NJ: PrenticeHall 1964) and Carl Hempel, 'On the Nature of Mathematical Truth/ TheAmerican
MathematicalMonthly 52 (1945) 543-56, also reprinted in Philosophyof Mathematics
who go on to argue that mathematical propositions are analytic, and so known a
priori. See also Karl Britton, in 'The Nature of Arithmetic: A Reconsideration of
Mill's Views/ Meeting of the Aristotelian Society 6 (1947) and Hartry Field, Science
WithoutNumbers (Princeton: Princeton University Press 1980), Ch. 1.
7 John Stuart Mill, A System of Logic (New York: Harper 1867). Mill's disconfirming
scenario is discussed in chapter vi of Book II, and chapter xxiv of Book III.
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confirmationbasis for a theory of arithmetic,would be established
empirically:
One counts the number of objects in each of two distinct groups of objects, combines
the objects into a single group, recounts the objects, and then notes the resulting
numerical relations between the component groups and the combined group of
objects. (44)

During this process, it is assumed that participantsin the scenarioare
justifiedin believing that certainbackgroundconditionsare met. These
are the Stabilityand CorrectCountingconditions:
Stabilitycondition:Neither the operationsof countingand combining, nor the interactionsof the objectsto be counted, produce any
changes in the relevantfeaturesof the objectsbeing counted.
CorrectCountingcondition:No miscounting (say, by repeating a
numberor missing an object)takes place.
It is primarily in making explicit that these conditions are justifiably
believed to hold that Castillo'sscenarioextends Mill's.8
The scenariothen proceeds as follows: the participantsperformtwo
countings to two, combinethe objects,and recount- and the resultis a
counting to five. They repeatthe process over and over, each time with
the same result.Eachtime, they take pains to establishthat the Stability
and CorrectCountingconditionsare met, and in each case find thatthey
are.Furthermore,they discreditall hypothesesforwardedin attemptsto
show that one or both of the conditions are not being met. Under these
circumstances,'the inductivist maintains that... the proposition [that
2+2=4]would be disconfirmedby experientialevidence and, hence,that
premise [PI] is false' (49).This leaves the way clearfor arithmeticto be
an inductive experimentalscience, where it is 'an open empiricalquestion whether whenever one performstwo countings to two, combines
the objects,and recounts,the result will be a countingto four' (46).9

8 Britton ('The Nature of Arithmetic/ 2-6) provides convincing textual evidence that
Mill 'half-acknowledges' that these 'two general conditions' are assumed to be in
place in his scenario, but it takes some doing.
9 Casullo does not argue explicitly for the inverse of (P2) - that if experiential
evidence can disconfirm mathematical propositions, then it can confirm such propositions. Presumably his remarks here are intended to leave the inverse of (P2) open
as a live possibility (in particular, for the inductive empiricist). Establishing this
inverse would be a different project, and one that would have to respond to a priorist
accounts that try to show that mathematical propositions are known a priori, in spite
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Casullosees participantsin the discontinuing scenarioas having two
possible responses:
(A) Keep standardarithmeticaltheoryalong with standardcounting procedures,but maintainthateitherthe Stabilityor Correct
Counting conditions failed to hold, in spite of all evidence to
the contrary.10
as
(B) Accept the results of the standard counting procedures
l
arithmetical
standard
and
correct
theory.
reject
In the past, (A) has been the usual responseto Millianscenariosin which
a series of countings seems to disconfirm an elementary arithmetical
proposition.Ayer, for example, says
It might easily happen, for example, that when I came to count what I had taken to
be five pairs of objects, I found that they amounted only to nine.... But ... one would
not say that the mathematical proposition "2x5=10" had been confuted. One would
say that I was wrong in supposing that there were five pairs of objects to start with,
or that one of the objects had coalesced, or that I had counted wrongly.... The one
explanation which would in no circumstances be adopted is that ten is not always
the product of two and five.12

Hempel says of a scenario in which a collection of 2 microbes and a
collectionof 3 microbes,when counted together,give the result 6:
Would we consider this as an empirical disconfirmation of the ... proposition [that
2+3=5]? Clearly not; rather, we would assume we had made a mistake in counting

of being potentially disconfirmable by experience. Cf. Donna Summerfield, 'Modest
A Priori Knowledge/ Philosophyand PhenomenologicalResearch51 (1991) 39-66.
10 Strictly speaking, Casullo presents a version of (A) where one maintains only that
the Correct Counting condition failed to hold, in spite of all evidence to the contrary.
However, there seems to be no reason why one couldn't instead maintain that it
was the Stability condition that had failed to hold.
11 Here Casullo is assuming an account of individuation of arithmetical theories
according to which disconfirmation of even a single proposition of the theory
disconfirms the theory as a whole. This is certainly true on an inductive empiricist
account, given the foundational nature of the epistemically basic propositions at
issue. But more generally, disconfirmation of the sort of elementary arithmetical
in the fabric
propositions at issue here would likely render a sufficiently large tear
of standard arithmetical theory so as to render the theory disconfirmed as a whole,
however one took that fabric to be woven.
12 Ayer, 'The a priori/ 318
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or that one of the microbes had split in two between the first and second count. But
under no circumstances could the phenomenon just described invalidate the arithmetical proposition in question....13

And Douglas Gasking remarks (upping the ante by emphasizing the
pervasive natureof the experiencesat issue):
If I counted out 7 matches, and then 5 more, and then on counting the whole lot, got
11, this would not have the slightest tendency to make anyone withdraw the
proposition that 7+5=12 and say it was untrue. And even if this constantly happened, both to me and to everyone else, and not only with matches, but with books,
umbrellas, and every sort of object - surely even this would not make us withdraw
the proposition.... There are plenty of alternative explanations to choose from.... We
might try a psychological hypothesis.... Or we might prefer a physical hypothesis....
The one thing we should never say, whatever happened, would be that the proposition that 7+5=12 had been experimentally disproved.14

These responses,without furtherargument,fail to appropriatelyaddress the possibilityraisedby Casullo'sscenario.To see this, we need to
get clear regardingwhat this possibility is supposed to be. It is part of
Casullo's scenariothat the participantsare justifiedin believingthat the
Stabilityand CorrectCounting conditions are being met. This leaves it
open whether, in the scenario,the conditionsare, in fact,being met, or
whether they are not, in fact,being met, but the participantsjust aren't
able to figure this out. These two cases correspond to two types of
possibilitythatmight be at issue in Casullo'sscenario.Suppose firstthat
the conditions are, in fact,being met. Since these conditionsapparently
exhaustthe relevantways in which things could go wrong, the possibility at issue in this case is what I'll call the 'genuine'possibility that the
participant'struejustifiedbeliefsin the conditionsholding,coupledwith
their experience, could serve to (not only disconfirm,but) refutethe
proposition that 2+2=4. (This strikes many as immediatelyincoherent;
but see the next section.) Now suppose that one or the other of the
conditionsisn't, in fact,being met. The possibility at issue in this case is
what I'll call the 'epistemic'possibility that (althoughin fact one or the
other of the conditionsdoesn'thold) the participant'sjustifiedbeliefs in
both conditions holding, coupled with their experience,could serve to
disconfirmthe propositionthat 2+2=4.

13 Hempel, 'On the Nature of Mathematical Truth/ 378-9
14 Douglas Gasking, 'Mathematics and the World/ reprinted in Logic and Language,
Antony Flew, ed. (New York: Anchor 1965), 430-1
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Of course,if the participantswere irrationalor otherwise sufficiently
cognitively impaired,either possibility would be (too) easy to defend;
which is justto say thatquestionsof what it is rationalto believe areonly
interestingrelativeto a tacitbackgroundassumptionthat certaincognitive capacities- here, those humans generallypossess - are in place.
(Sucha tacitassumptionobviouslycomes into play, not only in assessing
what participantscould rationallybelieve aboutelementaryarithmetical
propositions,but also in giving contentto the claim that the participants
justifiablybelieve the Stabilityand CorrectCountingconditionsto hold.)
To be sure, deciding just what cognitive capacitieshumans generally
possess is no small matter. For present purposes, however, it will be
enough to assume that the participantsare as rationaland inventive as
we would need to be in orderfor us to say (of some sufficientlybut not
especially sophisticatedgroup of us) that we were indeed justified in
believing the Stabilityand CorrectCountingconditionsto hold.
Giventhis tacitbackgroundassumption,thereis a sense in which each
of the aforementionedpossibilitiesis epistemic (since the scenariopresupposes that the participantshave certaincognitive capacities,which
mediate their experienceof the scenario)and there is a sense in which
each of the above possibilitiesis genuine (sincetherewill presumablybe
a fact of the matterwhether it is compatiblewith these capacitiesthat,
underthe assumptionsof the scenario,the participantsrationallybelieve
that 2+2*4).15Even so, for convenienceI'll continue to refer to the first
sort of possibility (where the conditions hold in fact, and '2+2=4' is
refuted)as 'genuine,'and the second sort (where one or the other of the
as 'epistemic.'
conditionsdoesn'thold in fact,and '2+2=4'is disconfirmed)
Now, although Casullo does not explicitly distinguish between these
possibilities,his restrictingthe participantsto having justifiedbelief in
(ratherthan knowledge of) the conditions' holding strongly suggests
that it is the epistemicpossibilitythat he takes to be at issue (and in any
case, his scenario presumably stands a much better chance of being
coherenton this reading).My arguments against the coherenceof his
scenariowill be directedaccordingly.Along the way I'll show, however,
how these argumentsmay be adaptedforuse againsta scenarioin which
the conditions hold in fact, and that nonetheless the participantsfind
(because it is the case) that 2+2*4, should anyone care to put such a
scenarioforth.

15 Note that it would be enough for Casullo to establish that participants in the scenario
could, consistent with the assumptions of the scenario, take their experience as
disconfirming the proposition that 2+2=4; to block (PI) of the Irrefutability argument, he need not argue that they should, or even that they would, do this.
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It is easy to see that the above variations on response (A) fail to
appropriatelyaddress the epistemic possibility at issue in Castillo's
scenario.For in each response it is assertedthat any seeming disconfirmation would be resistedby appeal to some 'alternativeexplanation'in
terms of psychologicalor physical goings-on. ButCasullohas built into
his scenario that all such 'alternative explanations' of the apparent
disconfirmationhave been investigated,and ruledout. And thereseems
nothing incoherentabout thispartof his scenario.16
The questionremainswhetherthe best responseto Casullo'sscenario
would be to take the given arithmeticalproposition(and,by extension,
standardarithmeticaltheory) to have been, as Gaskingputs it, 'experimentallydisproved'(as per [B]).Casullosays, of claimsthatthe explanation of the apparentdisconfirmationmust be a matterof miscounting(as
per [A]), that 'If this claim is not to be true by stipulation and, hence,
question-begging,then the a prioristmust provide some plausible hypothesis regarding the source of the mistaken counting' (51). This is
incorrect,for it might be that the a prioristcould bring some non-question-beggingargumentto bear which would supportchoosing (A) over
(B),that none the less didn't involve any such hypothesis. (Thatwill, in
fact,be the approachin this paper.)Argumentspreviously given along
these lines, however, have been eitherabsentor so weak as to not definitively establishthat (A) would be the best responseto Casullo'sscenario.
Ayer,forexample,rejects(B)on groundsthat'we cannotabandon[the
propositionsof mathematics]without contradictingourselves,without
sinning against the rules which govern the use of language, and so
but even he seems unconvinced
makingourutterancesself-stultifying,'17
this
by
vague, largelypragmaticjustification:'In rejecting[an inductive
empiricist]theory,we are obliged to be somewhatdogmatic'(ibid.,318).
Hempel justifies his choice of response (A) by appeal to the standard
arithmeticalrelationsbeing part of the definition of the number terms
that result from counting: 'under no circumstancescould [counting
results]invalidatethe arithmeticalproposition[that3+2=5];forthe latter
... merely states that any set consistingof 3+2 objectsmay also be said to
consist of 5 objects.And this is so because the symbols "3+2"and "5"
denote the same number:they are synonymousby virtue of the factthat
the symbols "2,""3,""5,"and "+" are defined(or tacitlyunderstood)in
such a way thatthe above identityholds as a consequenceof the meaning

16 The above responses would also, for the same reason, fail to appropriately address
the genuine possibility that might be at issue in Casullo's scenario.
17 Ayer, /rThea priori/ 319
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attachedto the conceptsinvolved in it/18ButHempel's appeal to definition is indecisiveagainstresponse(B),since the inductivistchallengecan
be refrainedas the questionwhether,as a resultof untowardexperience,
we might be compelled to revise those portions of our definitions of
numbersymbols having to do with arithmeticalrelations.19
Gasking offers a Wittgensteinianjustificationfor choosing (A) over
(B), claiming that it is a fact about our use of mathematical(and in
particular,arithmetical)propositionsthat these are incorrigible(thatis,
not disconfirmable).But there are two problems with this approach.
First,Casullocan deny that Gasking's'languagegame' response shows
thatparticipantswould be justifiedin choosing (A) over (B),as follows.20
Considerthe following two propositions:(1) it is a fact about our use of
mathematicalpropositionsthat they areincorrigible;(2) it is a factabout
our use of mathematicalpropositions that it is only under the direst
epistemic circumstancesthat we are even to considerrelinquishingthe
simplest such propositions.Presumably,Gaskingwould agree that we
can'tknow a prioriwhich of these correctlycharacterizesour practices.
But then even if (1), not (2), is correct, then (not being in such dire
epistemiccircumstancesourselves),we have no reasonforbelieving that

18 Hempel, 'On the Nature of Mathematical Truth/ 379
19 Admittedly, the inductive empiricist could do more to make intelligible how the
definitions of number terms might be amenable to experience. Kitcher, in 'Arithmetic for the Millian/ PhilosophicalStudies 37 (1980), 219, attempts this on Mill's behalf:
'I suggest that we read [Mill] as offering an epistemological thesis about definitions:
to be justified in accepting the definitions on which arithmetic rests we must have
empirical evidence that those definitions are applicable.... Mill would allow that
certain sentences of our language are true in virtue of the connotations of the
expressions they contain, and that we can defend our assertion of these sentences
by citing our understanding of the language. However ... our defense is adequate
only so long as our right to use our language is not called into question. In particular,
if experience gives us evidence that certain concepts are not well-adapted to the
description of reality our assertion of sentences involving those concepts is no longer
justified....' Kitcher supports his reading of Mill, in part, by reference to Mill's
discussion of the term 'acid.' It was part of the original definition of this term that
an acid had the property of containing oxygen, so that, at one point in time, the
assertion of a sentence like 'All acids contain oxygen' could have been defended
simply on grounds of understanding the terms involved. After the discovery of
hydrochloric acid, consisting only of hydrogen and chlorine, both definition and
defense were undermined. On this understanding, disconfirming scenarios can be
seen as attempts to show that arithmetical relations stand to the definition of number
terms as the property of containing oxygen stood to the original definition of 'acid.'
20 Thanks to Mark Richard for this suggestion.
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(1), ratherthan (2), obtains, and so no reason for thinking that participants in the scenario would be justified in preferring (A) over (B).
Second, on Gasking'saccountthe incorrigibilityin questionwould just
as well attachto propositionsin an alternativemathematicalsystem in
which, for example,3x4=24:'Thislatterproposition,if it were partof our
mathematicalsystem,would be incorrigible,exactlyas "3x4=12"is to us
now.'21Thus even if Gasking's'languagegame' approachdoes provide
some reasonfor choosing (A) over (B),it is unlikely to be popular.Forit
carrieswith it all the disadvantages that attach to accepting Casullo's
disconfirmingscenario(namely,admittingthatwe might have believed
arithmeticalpropositionsdifferentfromthose in our standardarithmetical theory) without providing the justificatorybasis for acceptingnonstandardpropositionsthat Casullo'sscenarioprovides (namely,that in
the process of disconfirming the standard arithmeticalpropositions,
certain non-standard arithmetical propositions are inductively confirmed).

It appears that the usual arguments for choosing (A) over (B) in
responseto disconfirmingscenariosare inconclusive,at best. Moreover,
Casullo takes accepting (A) to involve either accepting inexplicable
failuresin our countingproceduresto yield resultscompatiblewith our
arithmeticaltheory,or (as per Ayer, Hempel, and Gasking)introducing
ad hoc explanationsof why the Stabilityor CorrectCountingconditions
failed. (Since, in Casullo's scenario, all hypotheses that might have
underminedthe participant'sjustifiedbeliefs in the conditions'holding
have been investigated,and ruled out, any furtherexplanationof why
one or the other condition failed seems bound to be ad hoc.) Given the
inconclusive nature of previous arguments in favor of (A), Casullo's
suggestion thatparticipantsin his scenarioshould choose (B)over (A) is
not unreasonable.Ifchoosingbetween (A) and (B)ultimatelycamedown
to choosing between being ad hoc and being revisionary,we might be
inclined to take the lattercourse.
II

Two Aspects of Number

Although, by the above lights, the suggestion that we might dispense
with standardarithmeticaltheoryin the face of experienceis not unreasonable,thereis a strongprimafacieintuitionthat disconfirmingscenarios such as Mill's and Casullo's are incoherent(which accountsfor the
tendency for response [A], however dogmatic or problematic,to be
preferred over response [B]). Casullo's scenario can be made more

21 Gasking, 'Mathematics and the World/ 442
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plausible by noting that in this scenario (as well as in response [B])
Casullo is tacitly separatingtwo aspects of number.The first aspect of
number has to do with a number's being the cardinalityof a set, as
illustratedby the sentence 'Thereare three objectson that table/ In the
scenariothis aspect of number is left intact, insofar as the participants
are assumed to be in possession of standardcounting procedures,that
enable them to perform 'countings to two/ 'countings to five/ and so
on.22The second aspect of numberconcernsthe relationsof numbersto
each other,as in 'Threeplus two is five.' It is these relations(corresponding to addition and multiplication)that the propositions of arithmetic
are partly about, and it is propositionspredicatingsuch relations that
Casullo thinks are 'open empiricalquestions' insofar as they could be
disconfirmed,in spite of standardcountingprocedures(determinations
of cardinality)seeming to operate as usual. Casullo's disconfirming
scenario,then, can be understoodas assertingthat the relational,'arithmetical/ aspect of numberis epistemicallyindependentof the intrinsic,
'cardinal/aspect.Thisassertionamountsto the thesis thatthe following
two assumptionscouldbe rationallyand concurrentlyheld (forexample,
by participantsin the scenario):
(Al) We are in possession of standard counting procedures that
result in correctdeterminationsof cardinality,under conditions where (as we justifiablybelieve) the Stabilityand Correct
Countingconditionshold (i.e., the cardinalityaspect of number is justifiablybelieved to remainthe same).
(A2) Relations(correspondingto additionand multiplication)holding between the resultsgiven by standardcountingprocedures
are differentfromthose given by standardarithmeticaltheory
(i.e.,the arithmeticalaspectof numberis justifiablybelieved to
vary).
Casullo'sscenariodrives a wedge between two aspects of numberthat
we don't ordinarilyconsider separately. This explains the primafacie

22 Of course (as per the epistemic possibility) if the participants are wrong about either
the Correct Counting or Stability conditions holding, it might be the case that a given
'counting to two' failed to accurately reflect the number of objects being counted
(although such inaccuracy would have to be persistent, systematic, and undetectable by participants in the scenario, who are justified in believing the conditions to
hold). As it turns out, the accuracy of the counting results is irrelevant to the question
of whether Casullo's scenario is coherent. For the moment, it is enough to note that
Casullo's scenario is not designed to call counting results into question.
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implausibilityof the scenario,as well as the resistanceto allowing that
participantsmight appropriatelyrespond to the scenario(as per [B])by
accepting the results of standard counting procedures as correctand
rejecting standard arithmeticaltheory. More importantly,given that
there are two aspects of number, it is not obvious that participantsin
Casullo's scenario couldn't rationallyfind these to be independent of
each other,as required.
Ill

Keeping our Counting Proceduresand
Rejecting our Arithmetic

Determiningwhether Casullo'sscenariorepresentsa coherentpossibility thus comes down to the question of whether the arithmeticalaspect
of number could possibly be epistemicallyindependentof the cardinal
aspect. (I'll sometimes call this 'the independence question/) We can
startby investigatingthe presuppositionsof (Al); that is, by investigating what is involved in possessing standardcountingprocedures,under
conditions where the Stability and Correct Counting conditions are
justifiablybelieved to hold. H.N. Castenedahas provided the following
formulationof the principlesinvolved in counting:
(Cl) To count the objectsof a collectionor aggregateKis to establish
a one-to-onecorrespondencebetween the objectsof Kand a set
N of numbers(or numerals)such that:
(C2) N includes 1;
(C3) Thereis at most one numberin N whose immediatesuccessor
is not in N;
(C4) The numberof objectsin K is the numbermentionedin (C3)if
it exists;otherwise the numberof objectsin K is infinite;
(C5) The one-to-onecorrespondencemay be carriedout (i) by actually attachingone number (or numeral)to each object;or (ii)
by forming partialnon-overlappingcorrespondencesof type
(i), as when we count by twos or fives or hundreds;or (iii) by
specifying a rule for actually attachingnumerals to as many
objectsas we please.23

23 Hector Neri Casteneda, 'Arithmetic and Reality/ TheAustralasianJournalof Philosophy 37, 2 (1959), 103. It is uncontroversial that something like these principles is
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Since the participantsin the scenario are in possession of standard
countingprocedures,Casteneda'sformulationgives us some indication
of the relevantconceptswe can take the participantsto possess. To start,
we can note that, according to this formulation,the participantswill
possess the conceptof a one-to-onecorrespondence:as per (Cl), to count
Although this notion can be
just is to establish such a correspondence.
defined in mathematicalterms,4 there is nothing especially technical
about the notion of a one-to-onecorrespondence.The idea is simply to
matchup all the objectsin one collectionwith all the objectsin another
collection- something any kid who knows how to set a table can do.
As a separateissue, one might think that this formulationof counting
alreadyspells deep troublefor Casullo's scenario.For Casteneda'suse
of the terms 'number'and 'successor'would seem to presuppose the
axioms (P1)-(P5)of 2nd-orderPeano Arithmetic(PA2)25
(henceforth,the

involved in standard counting procedures. To see how Casteneda's principles could
be applied to a concrete example (involving say, counting a collection of apples on
a table), do the following:
(1) Take the set N of numbers in (Cl) to be drawn from the ordered sequence of
natural numbers (1, 2, 3, ...).
(2) Establish a 1-1 correspondence between the apples and the set N by pointing
once and only once (mentally or physically) to each apple on the table, each time
attaching (mentally or physically) the next number in the sequence of natural
numbers (starting with 1). Note that here we would be carrying out (C5),
version (i).
(3) When done, investigate N, and apply (C4). If (C2) has been satisfied (this will
happen when there is at least one apple on the table), then either there will be a
last number in N (this is just what it means to say that (C3) is satisfied), and this
last number N will be the number of apples on the table, or the number of apples
on the table is infinite. If (C2) was not satisfied, then there were no apples on the
table.
24 In mathematical terms, a one-to-one correspondence (a.k.a. a Injection') is a relation
R:S->Tthat is 1-1 (distinct elements of S are R-related to distinct elements of T) and
onto (for every element in T, there is some element in S that is R-related to it).
25 The axioms of 2nd-orderPeano Arithmetic (PA2) (in whole numbers, for purposes
of counting) are:
(PA1) 1 is a number.
(PA2) Every number n has an immediate successor, s(n), which is also a number.
(PA3) If two successors s(m) and s(n) are the same number, then m and n are the
same number.
(PA4) 1 is not the successor of any number.
(PA5) Every property P is possessed by all numbers if 1 has P and if, when n has
P, s(n) has P. (mathematical induction)
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Teano axioms') and as it is usually presented (for example,by Peano)
PA2contains both addition and multiplication.If the ability to count
presupposeseven a tacitacceptanceof the Peanoaxioms,and acceptance
of these axioms entails acceptanceof addition and multiplication,we
might concludethat(justifiedbeliefin) the arithmeticalaspectof number
is not independentof (justifiedbelief in) the cardinalaspect,in the way
Casullo'sscenariorequires.
This conclusionwould be too hastily drawn,however. To begin with,
note that the train of thought leading to the above conclusion depends
upon a thesis to the effect that attentionto featuresof a formal theory
(such as whether and how certainoperationsare therein defined) can
provide some indicationof the level of cognitivecompetenceassociated
with understandingvariouscomponentsof the theory.26
Whilethe thesis
has some intuitive appeal (after all, it wouldn't be surprising if our
theories mirroredour understanding),the thesis would need further
motivationbeforeit could supportacceptingthe above conclusion.More
importantly,even if such motivationwere given, an approachbased on
this thesisdoesn'teventuatein a determinateanswerto the independence
question. It's worth noting the reasons why this is so, both in order to
see the overly hasty response for what it is, and in order to point us in
the direction of an approachthat does eventuate in a determinateanswer.27
Suppose, then, that if the definitions for addition and multiplication
were seen to follow, in some appropriatesense of 'follow,' from the

Peano'soriginalformulationinvoked 9 axioms,but 4 of these dealt with identity;
these latter,being consideredpart of the assumed underlyinglogic of the theory,
have been dropped from subsequent formulations.See Giuseppe Peano, 'The
Principlesof Arithmetic,Presentedby a new Method'(1889)reprintedin Jeanvan
Heijenoort, ed., FromFrege to Godel:A Source Bookin MathematicalLogic, 1879-1931

(Cambridge:HarvardUniversityPress1967)83-97.
Peano's1889axiomsaredirectlybasedon Dedekind's1888definitionof a simply
infinitesystem(article71)and theoremof complete(thatis, mathematical)induction
(article80)in 'TheNatureand Meaningof Numbers/ Essaysin theTheoryofNumbers
44-115).WhileDedekindshould be creditedas such, I will follow current(inertial)
usage in discussing the Peano (ratherthan the Dedekind, or Dedekind-Peano)
axioms.
26 Thanksto Harold Hodes for making clear that this thesis underliesthe present
discussion,and for his generousassistancein investigatingthe questionof definabilityof arithmeticaloperationsin PA2in what follows.
27 Those who are uninterestedin how arithmeticaloperationsmay be defined in
formalizationsof PA2can skip aheadto the paragraphstarting'Wemightwonder,
however,if anotherline of inquiry../ withoutundue loss of continuity.
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Peano axioms, then this would be (at least prima facie) evidence for
taking the arithmeticalaspect of number not to be epistemically independent of the cardinalaspect. A naturalplace to look for such a sense
would be by way of consideringhow addition and multiplicationare
defined within formal languages for PA2.Within a formal language, a
definition of a given operation may be either explicitor implicit.In an
explicitdefinition,the symbol representingthe operationbeing defined
on the left-handside of the definitiondoes not appearon the right-hand
side. Now, one might think that the relevantcontrastto explicit definitions would be inductive or recursive definitions, where the symbol
representingthe operationbeing defined doesappearon the right-hand
side (in the definition's inductive clause or clauses). We need to be
careful, however, since in certain languages (with the right sort of
2nd-orderor higher-ordervariables, or with lst-ordervariables whose
rangeincludesthe rightsets) some inductivedefinitionscan (forreasons
to be discussed shortly) be presented as explicit definitions. Thus the
relevantcontrastis between definitionsthat can be presentedexplicitly,
and definitions(includingsome inductivedefinitionsof operations)that
can'tbe so presented.Thatsaid, I'll use the terms'explicit'and 'implicit'
to mark out this contrast.28Now, if addition and multiplicationwere
explicitly definable in PA2,this would plausibly provide prima facie
indicationthatthe arithmeticalaspectis notindependentof the cardinal
aspectof number.On the otherhand,if additionand multiplicationwere
only implicitlydefinable,this would plausiblyprovide a contraryprima
facie indication.
Unfortunately,the literaturecontains some formalizationsof PA2in
which additionand multiplicationareexplicitlydefinable,and othersin
which they are not. Consider,for example, Peano and Dedekind's formalizations.29Both Peano and Dedekind define addition and multiplication inductively. But in Peano's formalization,his formal language
doesn't have the right sort of variables- his variablesrange only over

28 This usage of 'implicit definition7 applies to interpreted languages, e.g., a language
about the natural numbers as interpreted in a standard model. In this way it is
weaker than current standard usage in model theory, which requires that every
model for the definiens (the sentences doing the implicit defining) uniquely determines the interpretation of the definiendum (the constants] being implicitly defined). See C.C. Chang and H. Jerome Keisler, ModelTheory,3rded. (The Netherlands:
North-Holland 1990), 90.
29 In these formalizations, the first-order variables range only over natural numbers,
and talk of first-order and second-order variables should be understood accordingly.
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naturalnumbers and 1-placepropertiesof the naturalnumbers;hence
his inductive definitionscannotbe transformedinto explicitdefinitions,
and so are effectivelyadditionalaxioms for his theory,which introduce
two new primitive constants.30In Dedekind's formalization,however,
his formal language has variablesthat permit the transformationof his
inductive definitions into explicit definitions;hence his definitions of
addition and multiplicationdo not introduce any new primitive constants (or axioms defining these constants).
As indicated, this distinction between the definitions depends on
differencesbetween the languagesunderlyingthe formalizationsof PA2
at issue. It is a fairly familiar fact that lst-orderPA (PA1),where the
quantifiersV and 3 range only over naturalnumbers,fails to pick out
the intended model of the natural numbers, which fact motivates the
move to PA2,where the underlyinglanguage contains2nd-order
quantiBut
fiers rangingover properties(orfunctions)of the naturalnumbers.31
it is less often observed that having made this move, thereis a choice as
quantifiersmay range
regardswhichpropertiesor functionsthe 2nd-order

30 Peanoinductivelydefinesadditionby introducingtheconstant'+' anddefiningthis
constantas follows:
Takethe base clause to be: n + 1 = s(n)
Takethe inductionclauseto be:n + s(m) = s(n+m)
As an example,consider2 + 2, i.e., s(l) + s(l). Apply the inductionclauseonce
to get
s(l) + s(l) = s(s(l) + l)
Apply the base clauseto get
s(s(l) + l) = s(s(s(l))) = 4.
Peano'sdefinitionof additiondoes not explicitlycall attentionto the factthathe is
introducingan (inductivelydefined)primitivesymbol,and so effectivelyintroducing two new axioms (correspondingto the base and induction clauses above),
apparentlydue to his expressingthe successorfunctionin the originalaxiomsas
'x+1.'(Two additionalaxiomsare also needed to inductivelydefine multiplication
in Peano'ssystem.)It is for this reasonthat laterexpositionsof PA do not express
the successor function using the '+' symbol. As van Heijenoort(Trom Frege to
Godel/ 83-4)remarksin his introductionto Peano'sarticle,Trom the outset,Peano
uses the notation x + 1 for the successorfunction.He then introducesaddition
(section1)andmultiplication(section4) as "definitions"....Peanodoes notexplicitly
claimthat these definitionsare eliminable,but, just as he does for ordinarydefinitions ... he puts them underthe heading "Definition,"althoughthey do not satisfy
his own statementon that score' (93),namely, that the right side of a definitional
equationis 'an aggregateof signs having a known meaning.'
31 This move allows the lst-orderaxiom schemafor mathematicalinduction(ForP a
closureof
property:(PI & (Pn -> Pn+1))-» VxPx)to be replacedby the 2nd-order
the schema (VP ((PI & (Pn -> Pn+1))-> VxPx)),and it is this replacementwhich
rules out the unintendedmodels.
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over - a choice that bears on whether addition and multiplicationcan
be explicitly defined. These quantifiersmust at least range over the
monadic (1-place) properties of natural numbers appearing in the
mathematicalinduction axiom (P5). Now, if the underlying language
allows onlyquantificationover monadicproperties,addition and multiplicationcan only be implicitlydefined.32Butif the underlyinglanguage
allows the 2nd-order
quantifiersto range over dyadic propertiesor monadic functionsof naturalnumbers,inductivedefinitionsof these operationscanbe convertedinto explicitdefinitions.33
Now, in Peano'ssystem,
the 2nd-order quantifiersrange only over monadic properties,while in
Dedekind's system, the 2nd-orderquantifiersmay range over monadic
functions.Hence Peano'sinductivedefinitionsof additionand multiplicationare implicit,while Dedekind'sare (presentableas) explicit.34
Now, if there were a single standard for choosing between these
formalizations(or if different standards agreed), perhaps attention to
issues of definabilitywould help us determinewhether the arithmetical
aspectwas epistemicallyindependentof the cardinalaspect of number:
if Peano's was preferable,then (prima facie) yes; if Dedekind's, then
(primafacie)no. It seems, though,thatthe differencesembeddedin these
formalizationsreflecttwo attractiveconceptionsof theoreticalelegance.
Accordingto the firstconception,an eleganttheoryis as weakas it is able
to be, and still get thejobdone (we don't need Goliathto pick up a brick).
In the case of arithmetic,the job to be done is the formalrepresentation
of the sequence of naturalnumbers,along with the operationsof addition and multiplicationon this sequence.On the second conception,an

32 This follows from Buchi's theorem (Dirk Siefkes, Buchi's Monadic Second-Order
SuccessorArithmetic [Berlin: Springer-Verlag 1970]) that the monadic second-order
theory of zero and successor is a decidable theory; if addition and multiplication
could be explicitly defined in this theory, it would include PA1, which then would
be decidable. But PA1 isn't decidable (by Church's theorem), so (by modus tollens)
addition and multiplication cannot be explicitly defined in this theory.
33 If the 2nd-orderquantifiers range over dyadic properties, we can explicitly define
addition as follows: x+y=z <->3R2 (R2ls(x) & VuVvVv'(R2uv & R2uvr -> v=v') &
Vu,v(R2uv <->R2s(u)s(v) & R2yz)). If the 2nd-orderquantifiers range over monadic
functions, we can explicitly define addition as follows: x+y=z <->3f (f(l)=s(x) &
Vuf(s(u))=s(f(u)) & f(y)=z). We can also provide explicit definitions in a way that
utilizes the universal, rather than the existential, prefix.
34 In fact, Dedekind didn't transform his inductive definitions into explicit definitions,
although the technique was semi-available at the time of his writing 'The Nature
and Meaning of Numbers.' Frege used something like this technique in defining the
ancestral of a sequence in his 1879 Begriffsschrift(reprinted in From Frege to Godel,
1-82), at the end of section 26.
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elegant theory is one which is able to get the job done with the least
amountof primitiveideology - where the amountof primitiveideology
is reflectedin the numberof primitivesymbols and/or axioms.Herewe
might be willing to accept a certain amount of theoreticaloverkill, in
orderto arriveat a conceptually
simplerframework.Now, by the standard
of the firstconception,Peano'sformalizationis more elegant,for it does
the job - in particular,expresses a categoricaltheory of arithmeticwithout the additional functionalmachinerycontained in Dedekind's
formalization.Butby the standardof the second conception,Dedekind's
formalizationis more elegant, since Peano'sformalizationcontainstwo
more primitive constants (and four more axioms) than Dedekind's.
Absent any means of choosing between these two conceptionsof theoretical elegance, this line of inquiry fails to move us any closer to an
answer to the independencequestion.
We might wonder, however, if anotherline of inquiry,in the vicinity
of attentionto formalizationsof PA2,could bringus closerto an answer.
After all, whichever sort of formalizationwe favor, it remains to be
explainedwhyadditionand multiplicationare,however defined,universallytakento be partof PA2.Why is it partof the 'job'to be accomplished
by any arithmeticaltheorythatit incorporatetheseoperations?Attention
to this prior question, ratherthan to the question of how addition and
multiplicationare definablein a particularformalizationof PA2,might
be more likely to result in insight into the natureof the relationbetween
the cardinaland arithmeticalaspects of number.
Consider Dedekind's discussion of his reasons for regarding 'the
whole of arithmeticas a necessary,or at least natural,consequenceof the
simplest arithmeticact, that of counting':
I regard ... counting itself as nothing else than the successive creation of the infinite
series of positive integers in which each individual is defined by the one immediately preceding; the simplest act is the passing from an already-formed individual
to the consecutive new one to be formed.... Addition is the combination of any
arbitrary repetitions of the above-mentioned simplest act into a single act; from it
in a similar way arises multiplication.35

It is not hard to see that the successor function formally represents
Dedekind's 'simplest act.' Eachpositive integer correspondsto a series
of 'repetitions'of this act - that is, an act of counting. Addition and
multiplicationin turn correspondto ('arisefrom') combiningarbitrary
such repetitionsinto single acts.Sincethe 'single act' resultingfromany

35 Dedekind, 'Continuity and Irrational Numbers/ 4
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such combination corresponds to repetitions of acts of counting,
Dedekindseems to be suggesting thatadditionand multiplicationarein
some sense reducibleto acts of counting (and ultimately to repeated
applicationsof the successorfunction).Hempel motivates the introduction of the operationsof additionsimilarly.Afterlaying out the firstfive
Peano axioms, he goes on to say 'As the next step, we can set up a
definitionof additionwhich expressesin a preciseformthe idea thatthe
addition of any naturalnumberto some given number may be considered as a repeatedadditionof 1;the latteroperationis readilyexpressible
by means of the successorrelation/36Like Dedekind, Hempel seems to
be implying that addition is 'nothingover and above' repeatedapplications of the successorfunction.Such motivatingconsiderationsprovide
at least some evidence that anyone who accepted the original Peano
axioms would necessarily,or at least naturally,be led to accept definitions (whetherexplicit or implicit,no matter)of addition and multiplication.37
Still, it seems that Casullo could resist this verdict, on grounds that
even if we can(as per Dedekind)see additionas 'the combinationof any
arbitraryrepetitions'of some 'simplestact' associatedwith countingby
l's, or even if we can(as per Hempel)see additionas expressing'theidea
that the addition of any naturalnumberto some given numbermay be
consideredas a repeatedaddition of 1/ we are not conceptuallyobliged
to do so. Casullo might maintain that we could be able to perform
whatever simplest act allows us to count, without automaticallybeing
in possessionof the 'idea'thatnot only counting,but addition,canbe built
up out of this simplest act. Moreover,he might maintainthat we could
understand addition (and even be able to do sums) withoutunderstanding it as a matterof multiple iterationsof the successor function.
Afterall, Hempel himself notes that possession of this idea is associated
with a 'next step' (beyond whatever steps are codified in the Peano
axioms) in the formaldevelopment of arithmetic.This 'next step' effectively amounts to combining two (or more) countings. Casullo could
agree that, as it happens, the epistemicallybasic propositions that we
now take to be confirmeddo conformto the idea that addition may be
understood in terms of combinationsof repeated applications of the
successorfunction.But,he might argue,if things were different- if, for

36 Hempel, 'On the Nature of Mathematical Truth/ 382
37 This understanding of addition and multiplication plausibly explains why Peano
did not take his 'Definitions' of addition and multiplication to be introducing new
primitive constants (and hence, to be new axioms for his theory).
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example,we were in the conditionsdescribedby his scenario- it would
not be appropriateto understandaddition in this way. And this possibility shows (hemight say) thatcountingand additioncouldbe epistemically independent of one another.
It seems to me that there is something to the observationthat thereis
a differencebetween the level of cognitive competenceassociatedwith
repeatedapplicationsof the successorfunction(as in counting),and the
of repeatedapplicationsof the succeslevel associatedwith combinations
sor function. The seed of truth in Casullo's disconfirmingscenario is
precisely that there is such a difference.To say that thereis a difference
in the levels of cognitive competence associated with counting and
adding is not, however, to say that the results of addingfloatfree of the
results of counting.It is in maintainingthe latterthat Casullo'sscenario
goes wrong.

IV

Keeping our Tallying Proceduresand
Rejecting our Arithmetic

To see where the problem lies, we need to move closer to the ground
regardingwhat is actuallygoing on in the act of counting.Afterall, it is
clear that we can count - and most of us do - without having any
knowledge of the 2nd-orderPeano axioms. Since we do this, theremust
be some other way, besides via these axioms, in which the terms 'number' and 'successor,'appearingin Casteneda'sformulationof counting,
could get their meanings fixed. And there is: namely, tallying procedures, as the simplest form of counting.38In tallying,one makes a mark
for every objectin the collectionbeing tallied;when the tally is done, the
cardinality of the collection is represented simply by the set of tally
marks resulting from this process. I take the tallying procedure to
involve the following single step:
While there are objectsto be tallied that are not
Tallyingprocedure:
yet pointed to, point to such an objectand make a tally mark.
The tallying procedure establishes a one-to-one correspondencebetween objectsand marks;thus the resultingset of tally marksis naturally
considered as a representationof the cardinalityof the objectstallied.

38 For an excellentdiscussion of how counting may be seen as a transformationof
tallying,see R. L.Goodstein,'TheMeaningof Counting/ in Essaysin thePhilosophy
(Leicester:LeicesterUniversityPress1965).
ofMathematics
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The set of tally marks- what we might call a 'numbersign' - is what
I will call a 'pure' (that is, an 'arithmetic-free')representationof the
cardinalityof the collection,if any representationis. Moreover,it is not
hard to see how we might explicate counting in terms of tallying.
Counting procedures,on any formulation,are committed to the existence of an orderedsequenceof representationsof cardinality.But tallying provides a means of obtaining this sequence: we can build this
sequence up out of the 'numbersigns' that result from each step in the
tallying process. The tallying procedure,in other words, gives rise to a
sequenceof the following sort:
Tallyingsequence:The ordered sequence of marks (taken as pure
representationsof cardinality):

1,1LI I LI I I LI I I I LWe gesture towards infinity with the ellipses, a gesture which reflects
the plausibleassumptionthatthe tallyingprocedurecould be continued
indefinitely. Under this assumption, the tallying sequence is clearly
isomorphicto the intended model of the naturalnumbers.39
Given this isomorphism,each element in the tallying sequence will
correspondto the element occupying the same position in the sequence
of naturalnumbers. (That is, the first element in the sequence corresponds to the number 1, the second to the number 2, and so on.) A
tallying sequence thus provides us with a non-theoreticalmeans of
understandingthe terms 'number' and 'successor' as they appear in
Casteneda'sformulationof counting:a number is any member of the
tallying sequence,and the successorof a numberis the next memberof
the tallyingsequence.Thepossibilityof such a reconstructionestablishes
that countingand tallying are, for purposes of determiningcardinality,
structurallythe same procedures.The only differencelies in the representation of the results, and in the distinction between (in counting)
drawingmembersfrom a previously establishedorderedsequenceand
(in tallying) creatingsuch a sequence on the fly. These differencesare

39 Infact,forpurposesof fulfillingthe requirementsof Casullo'sscenario,participants
in the scenario need not have in hand an infinitesequence of cardinal representations,since the arithmeticalpropositionsat issue (being epistemicallybasic
propositions)involve only relatively small numbers. A sufficiently large finite
sequence,isomorphicto some initialsegmentof the naturalnumbers,would do the
trick.Forconceptualand expositorypurposes,it is convenientto makethe gesture
towards infinity, but the argumentsto follow would go through on an understandingof the tallyingsequenceas large,but finite.
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merely ones of convenience and conceptualization- we can think of
countingas a representationallyconvenientformof tallying,and tallying
as a representationallyprimitiveform of counting.40
These representationaldifferences are such that it seems clear that
anyone who was in possession of standardcounting proceduresof the
sort requiredby Casullo'sscenario- who was able to perform'countings to 2/ and so on, and who understoodwhat such procedureswere
supposed to do - would accept that these procedures were representationalvariantsof tallyingproceduresas here described.Of course,
we don't requireof participantsin the scenariothat they be aware (for
example) that an infinite tallying sequence is order-isomorphicto the
sequence of natural numbers. We just require that they be capable of
seeing that counting and tallying one representationalvariants,which
capability(under the tacit assumptionthat they possess the usual cognitive capacitiesof humans) they will clearlypossess, since we do.
Since counting is merely a variation of tallying, and participantsin
Casullo'sscenarioarecognitivelyequippedto see this,we arewithin our
rightsto continuethe presentdiscussionat the level of standardtallying
procedures.We can now returnto the question whether Casullo'sscenario is coherent- that is, to the question whether participantsin his
scenariocould find the cardinalaspectof number('numbersigns') to be
independent of the arithmeticalaspect ('numberrelations').Refraining
the scenario in terms of tallying, the correlateof the participants'pera 'countingto two' will now be equivalentto performinga 'tally
forming
to I I' on a collectionof objects,placing the tally markson (say) a tablet,
as follows:

II
The participantsare then to perform another 'tally to I I' on another
collection of objects,again placing the tally marks on (say, a different)
tablet:

II
They are then supposed to place the two sets of objectstogether and
performanothertally. On Casullo'sscenario,they might come up with
the following result:

40 Consider: beings with extremely fine-grained perceptual abilities might not find it
necessary to move to symbolic representations of tally marks, if they were, in virtue
of these abilities, capable of instantaneously grasping the cardinality represented
by a given set of tally marks.
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Mill
Is this possible?Under the assumptions of the scenario,could the participantsfind the resultof separatelytallyingtwo sets to be differentfrom
the result of tallying the union of these sets?
My claim is that this is not possible.The key to establishingthis claim
turns on the fact that tallying does not, as does more sophisticated
counting, distinguish between 'accumulations'and 'new starts.' An
examplewill illustrate.Supposethatparticipantsin the scenarioperform
the first two steps of the process above (the two 'tallyingsto I I '), with
the following difference:they place both sets of tally markson the same
row of the same tablet, instead of on two different tablets. For future
reference,let us call this procedure 'successive tallying.' The first two
steps would then be:
| | (At end of first tally)
| | I I (At end of second tally)
When they do this they arrive at an interestingresult. Because of the
cumulative nature of tally marks, the resulting combinationof these
marksalreadyrepresentsa cardinality,which, when they compare the
tallyingand naturalnumbersequences,is seen to be the naturalnumber
4. The relevant question to ask, for purposes of investigatingwhether
Casullo'sscenariois coherent,is:Underthe assumptionsof the scenario,
could the participantsfind the cardinalityresultingfrom the successive
1) to be something
tallyingof two exclusivecollections(callthisprocedure
otherthan the cardinalityresultingfrom the tallying of the union of the
two collections(procedure
2)1 In what follows, I give two argumentsfor
this question is no, and hence for thinking
to
answer
the
that
thinking
that Casullo'sscenariois, afterall, incoherent.
The firstargumentproceedsby a considerationof the relevantdifferences involved in the two tallyingprocedures.If the cardinalityresulting
from procedure 1 were to be something other than the cardinality
resulting from procedure2, there would presumablyhave to be some
possible relevantdifferencein the two cases, between either the objects
being tallied, the carrying out of the procedures, or the procedures
themselves. Since the participantsare justified in believing that the
Stability and CorrectCounting conditions hold, they are justified in
believing that no relevantdifferencecan derive from either the objects
being tallied, or from their carrying out the procedures they are
justifiedin believing that the objectsare stable and that they get it right
in both cases.Mostcrucially,since tallyingdoes not distinguishbetween
accumulationsand new starts, they are justified in believing that no
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relevantdifferencecanbe found in the proceduresthemselves.All there
is to the tallying procedureis that each objecttallied gets a single tally
mark. This will be true whether they performa tally of one collection
and successively append a second tally onto the first,or they performa
tally of the union of the two collections:from the standpointof tallying,
the two procedures are indistinguishable.But if the participantsare
justified in believing that the objects are relevantly the same (by the
Stabilitycondition),that the acts of tallying are relevantlythe same (by
the CorrectCountingcondition)and that the proceduresare relevantly
the same (as above), then there doesn't appearto be any way for them
to rationallybelieve the resultsof the proceduresto be different.If the
participantsrationallybelieve the result of the first procedureto be N,
then they will rationallybelieve the resultof the second procedureto be
N, and they (and we) can say this a priori.ContraCasullo's claim, the
result of going through the second tallying procedurewould not then
qualify as an 'open empiricalquestion.'41Under the assumptionsof the
scenario,only one outcomeis epistemicallypossibleas regardsthe result
of tallying all the objects together, and this will be represented by
whatever 'numbersign' resultsfrom tallyingany exclusive and exhaustive subcollectionsof the collection, under conditions that the participants append these results to each other.42
The second argumentproceeds by reductio.43
Suppose Casullo's scenario occurs. At the end of procedure 1 (the successive tally of two

41 It should be clear that this argument holds against Casullo's claim (as does the
argument to follow) even if the participants (misguided about one or other of the
conditions' holding) don't get it right about how many objects there were - that is,
even if the results of their counting procedures aren't, in fact, correct. Casullo's claim
is just the claim that given some counting results, the arithmetical relations holding
between these results is 'an open empirical question.' Whether the counting results
are correct is irrelevant to this claim, and to my arguments against it.
42 This argument can also be used to show that, under the assumption that the
conditions in fact hold, only one outcome is genuinely possible. Just replace all
references to justified belief with references to knowledge (or to what knowledge
entails - namely, truth). The argument then goes: Since the Stability and Correct
Counting conditions hold, no relevant difference can derive from either the objects
being tallied, or from the participants carrying out the procedures - the objects are
stable and the participants get it right in both cases. Most crucially, since tallying
does not distinguish between accumulations and new starts, no relevant difference
can be found in the procedures themselves... [as such] there doesn't appear to be
any way for the results of the procedures to be different. If the result of the first
procedure is known, then so is the result of the second procedure, and the participants (and we) can say this a priori.
43 Many thanks to Eric Hiddleston for the heart of this argument.
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disjointcollections,SI and S2)the participantsend up with the following
tally:

MM
LetTl be the set of marksin this tally.At the end of procedure2 (thetally
of the union of these two collections,SI u S2) the participantsend up
with the following tally:

MMI
LetT2be the set of marksin this tally. Sincethe participantsarejustified
in believing that the Stability condition holds, they are justified in
believing that the second tally is of SI u S2, the same sets as in the first
tally, and since they arejustifiedin believing that the CorrectCounting
condition holds, they are justified in believing that both tallies are
correct.Now, in orderfor participantsto be in possession of the tallying
procedure,they must understandthat in any correcttally there will be
a one-to-onecorrespondencebetween the tally marksand the objectsin
the set tallied.So, the participantsare justifiedin believing that there is
a one-to-onecorrespondencebetween T2 and SI u S2.Unfortunatelyfor
Casullo, they are also justified in believing there to be a one-to-one
correspondencebetween Tl and SI u S2. In any (justifiablybelieved
correct)tally the participantsmake,they will takeeach tallymarkto bear
the following relationR to exactly one memberof the set tallied:_ was
markedwhile I was pointing at _. They will take each memberof Tl to
bearR to exactlyone objectin eitherSI or S2, and to no otherobject.And
they will take each member of SI to have R born to it by exactly one
memberof Tl, and the same for each memberof S2. So, they will (justas
we do) justifiablybelieve there to be a one-to-one correspondencebetween Tl and SI u S2. But they also justifiablybelieve there to be a
one-to-onecorrespondencebetween T2 and SI u S2, so (justas we do)
they will justifiablybelieve there to be a one-to-one correspondence
between Tl and T2.44But according to Casullo's scenario, they don't

44 Here I am assuming that participants in the scenario could easily see that the
composition of two one-to-one correspondences (where the range of the first is the
domain of the second) will itself be a one-to-one correspondence. This seems right,
since they can surely see (as we do) that this follows straightforwardly from even a
non-technical understanding of the notion of a one-to-one correspondence (from
the 'transitivity of matching/ as it were). In addition, attention to what participants
would do with the results of counting /tallying procedures indicates their acceptance of compositionality. For example, given their justified beliefs that the Correct
Counting and Stability conditions hold, participants would surely justifiably believe
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justifiablybelieve there to be a one-to-onecorrespondencebetween Tl
and T2. Consequently,the scenariois epistemicallyimpossible.45
The cumulative nature of tally marks means that counting, when
relations.
performedas a tallying procedure,definesits own arithmetical
We can establish,for example,arithmeticalrelationsinvolving addition
(of positive numbers)for a given 'numbersign' by drawingone or more
conceptuallines in between the various tally marksmaking up the set
and seeing what 'numbersigns' we can divide the originalset into. An
example will make this clear.Considerthe following set of tally marks:

IIII
By drawing purely conceptuallines between these tally markswe can
determine arithmetical relations holding between the original tally
marksand other sets of tally marks:

IIII
I I II
II II
I III
Fromthe first of these groupings, we can read off from the sequenceof
tally marksthat | and land | and | tally marksmake I I I I tally marks,
fromthe second,that | and | and | | tally marksmake I I I I tallymarks;
and so on. It is easy to see thatsuch relationsareinformalversionsof the
standardarithmeticalrelations.Replacingthe word 'and' with '+,' the
word 'make' with '=,' and the various sets of tally marks with their
naturalnumbercorrelates,thesepurelyconceptualdivisionscorrespond
to various elementarypropositions of arithmetic(namely, 1+1+1+1=4,
1+1+2=4,2+2=4, 1+3=4). Moreover,since each tally mark is undistin-

that the copying of a given tally onto another tablet would preservethe cardinality
associated with the collection originally tallied. (After all, Casullo's scenario is not
designed to call the results of countings/tallyings into question.) But to justifiably
believe this is to justifiably believe that the compositionality of two one-to-one-correspondences (where the range of the first is the domain of the second) is itself a
one-to-one correspondence.
45 As with the first argument, this argument can be adapted to show that, under the
assumption that the conditions infact hold, only one outcome is genuinely possible.
Again, just replace all references to justified belief, and to what the participants 'take'
to be the case, with references to knowledge (or truth).
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guished fromthe point of view of being a 'unit/ we can read off various
other arithmeticalproperties (for example, commutativity)from such
conceptualgroupingsof a single set of tally marks.The importantpoint
is that we are able to do all this on the basis of purely conceptual
manipulationson a single tally, so that arithmeticalrelationsinvolving
the numberrepresentedby the tally are neitherepistemicallynor genuinely 'up for grabs/ as it were, but instead are cruciallydependentupon
(one is tempted to say, are supervenient on) the cardinal aspect of
number.
More would need to be said in order to establishthat multiplication
could be treatedsimilarly,but I see no barriersto such a development.46
And it should be clearthat I am not suggesting that arithmeticis 'really
about'conceptualdivisions of concrete(or,forthatmatter,non-concrete)
tally marks;there are obvious problems with such a suggestion, especially as pertainingto arithmeticalrelations involving large numbers,
and to our conceptionof the numbersas infinite.But even if we cannot
verify the arithmeticalrelationsinvolving numbersrepresentedin any
but relativelysmall tallies,thereis no reasonto thinkthatmatterswould
be differentfor tallies representinglarge numbers,so the above considerationswill likely apply to all of the propositionsin standardarithmetical theory.In any case, therecanbe no questionthatfor the epistemically
basic propositionswith which Casullo is concerned,we have arrivedat

46 Roughly: to multiply m by n, we (in tally notation) tally m, n times. That is, (keeping
track, perhaps with another tally) we string together n tallies of the number m. For
example, to multiply 3 by 2, we write one tally of I I I:

ill
and then appenda second tally of III, to get

Mini
which member of the tallying sequence corresponds to the arabic numeral '6/
Multiplication, it should be clear, just amounts to successive additions of a number
to itself, so seeing this relation, too, as (we might say) supervening on the cardinal
aspect of number, should not be surprising. And as in the case of addition, we can
read off various properties of multiplication from a single tally. For example, we
can draw purely conceptual marks in the previous tally as follows:

II n M
Ml III
to see (after appropriate translations) that 2-3 = 6; that 2-3 = 3-2 (multiplication is
commutative), and so on.
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a final verdict:for these propositions,the arithmeticaspectof numberis
notepistemically(noris it genuinely)independentof the cardinalaspect.
Casullo's disconfirmingscenariois, afterall, incoherent(and so, by the
way, is Mill's).We could not rationallyhold both (Al) and (A2) concurrently;we could not keep the results of our standardcounting procedures, while rejectingour standardarithmeticalpropositions:both are
drawn with the same marks.47

V

Revisiting the IrrefutabilityArgument

What,then, can we say about the status of the IrrefutabilityArgument?
Casullo's extension of Mill's original scenario,which was intended to
underminethis argumentby establishingthat the propositionsof arithmetic could be empiricallydisconfirmed,did not go through.If we have
in hand a standard counting (tallying)procedure,and are justified in
believing thatthe Stabilityand Correctcountingconditionshold, we can
rest assured that the propositions of arithmeticwon't be disconfirmed
(or refuted)by experience.
Mighttherebe some otherdisconfirmingscenario,which an inductive
empiricistcould use to underminethe Irrefutabilityargument?Finding
Casullo's scenario incoherent depended upon (what the scenario assumed) the participants'justifiablybelieving the Stabilityand Correct
Countingconditionsto hold. This finding is compatiblewith the propositionsof arithmeticbeing disconfirmedby scenariosexperientiallymore
drasticthan the one Casulloenvisioned,in which one or the otherbelief
is unjustified.Butsuch scenarioscanprovideno supportforan inductive
empiricistaccountof mathematics.For,as Casullohimselfnotes,in order
to appropriately
inductively generalizeto the propositionsof mathematics, we must justifiablybelieve both conditionsto be in place.

47 Both Casullo and Mill may have been drawn into thinking that the cardinality and
arithmetical aspects of number were independent of each other, as a consequence
of framing their discussions using the standard (arabic numeral) representations of
the natural numbers. Using these numerals as representations of cardinality, it
might seem that if we perform one 'counting to two' and then a second 'counting
to two/ then we are still in the dark as regards the results of a counting of the objects
taken altogether. Certainly placing the results of the first two countings next to each
other (in this case, placing the second "21next to the first '2' to achieve "22!)is in no
way informative as to the result of the counting of the objects taken as a single
collection. But by now it will be seen that this is an artificial feature of any
representation of cardinality which, in counting, distinguishes 'new starts7 from
'accumulations/
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We might wonder, however, whether scenariosin which one or the
other justified belief was dropped could be forwarded in service of a
holist empiricist account. As mentioned earlier, I am here neglecting
scenarioswhich (only) drop the assumption that the CorrectCounting
conditionis justifiablybelieved. But it is worth noting that any scenario
which (only)dropsjustifiedbelief in the Stabilityconditionwill succumb
to the same argumentsas those given above against Casullo'sscenario.
To see this, note that if the CorrectCounting condition is justifiably
believed to hold, then any supposed instabilityof objectswill presumably not extend to the ideas of participantsin the scenario.For if it did,
then the participantswould not be justified in taking themselves to be
correctlycounting.In orderforparticipantsin the scenarioto be justified
in believing thatthe CorrectCountingconditionholds, they mustbe able
to verify that, in counting,they are not, for example,counting the same
objecttwice.Plausibly,this means that in orderfor one participantto be
justifiedin correctlycounting,some otherparticipantwill have to count
the number of times the first participant counts each object in the
collectionto be counted.If the secondparticipantfinds (forexample)that
the answer is 'no count' or 'two counts/ then the assumption of the
scenario (that the participantswere justified in believing the Correct
Counting condition to hold) would fail. So, in order to maintain this
assumption,the actionsinvolving countingsmust themselvesbe exempt
from (the justifiedbelief in) the failureof the Stabilitycondition. But if
will provide a collectionof objectsthat
so, then these actions themselves
are justifiablybelieved to remain stable throughoutcounting. The scenario under consideration thus reduces to a variation on Casullo's
scenario,and the same argumentslegislatingagainstCasullo'sscenario
legislate againstit, as well.
Casullo's disconfirmingscenario,and the variationjust considered,
fail to underminethe Irrefutabilityargument.ButCasullo'schallengeto
this argumentserved a useful purpose, for in exploringhis extensionof
Mill'soriginalscenario,two gaps were revealed.First,Casullo'semphasizing that participantsin the scenario are justified in believing the
CorrectCountingand Stabilityconditionsto hold, revealeda gap in the
usual argumentsagainst Mill-type disconfirmingscenarios,and hence
in the supportfor (PI), the claim that mathematicalpropositionscannot
be experientiallydisconfirmed.Second,explorationof the assumptions
underlying Casullo's scenariorevealed that there was plausibly a gap
between the levels of cognitive competence associated with counting
and addition.HereI hope to have closed the firstgap (in the Irrefutability
argument) for the case of arithmeticalpropositions, and shown the
second gap to be incapableof groundingCasullo'sclaimthatelementary
arithmeticalpropositionscould float free of the results of our standard
counting procedures,by showing that (to paraphraseDedekind) arith-
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metic is indeed a necessary, or at least a natural, consequence of the
simplest arithmeticalact, that of tallying.48
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48 I would like to thank Carl Ginet, Eric Hiddleston, Mark Richard, Jeff Roland, Jason
Stanley, Zoltan Szabo, Stephen Yablo, two anonymous referees for the Canadian
Journal of Philosophy, and especially Harold Hodes, for invaluable assistance in
improving this paper and my own understanding.
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